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Automobiles enabled people to travel further and faster than ever
before. As advancements in reliability and technology moved forward,
fondness for transportation grew and the focus shifted from utility to
personality. Cars became more accessible and people wanted options.
Selecting a car became more picking an exterior and interior color.
Features expanded to include an increasing number of new technologies
to keep up with the demands of a modern, mobile world. In the near
future, technology will not only assist drivers, but replace them.

Understandably, there is a divide between those who would embrace
autonomous cars and those who do not. How can both be empowered?
Proteus leverages autonomous vehicles to offer unique experiences
tailored to any driver or passenger.
How can we satisfy a driver to whom a car is an object of obsession,
an occasional driver who laments owning a car for infrequent trips, or
the indifferent driver who sees a car auxiliary appliance?
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D UAL M O D E C A R S Y S T E M

DRIVEN PERFORMANCE

TRACK DAY
OPEN ROAD
CAR CLUB

Meet with other drivers and
share experiences. Trade
routes and tips with a
community of enthusiasts
that share your passion.

Let the car find you the
scenic route less traveled.
Choose how long you want to
drive, or input a destination,
and get a traffic-free open
road that is yours to explore.

Schedule a day at the
track to experience all the
performance the car has
to offer. Challenge other
drivers and expand your
skills without traffic laws to
restrict you.

D UAL M O D E C A R S Y S T E M

DRIVEN UTILITY/ OFF-ROAD

ODD JOB
CHECKPOINT
ADVENTURE

Experience the adrenaline
rush of off-road or rally
courses selected by the car.
It can take to you the path,
but it is up to you to leave it
behind and begin a journey.

Drive to your favorite
outdoor adventure and leave
the car behind. Tell it your
planned route and time of
arrival and it will pick you up
at the end of the trail, or call
for help if you get stuck and
miss the rendezvous time.

Use the available space in
the car to store and move
large items. If you need even
more room, haul or tow
additional equipment behind
the car with ease.

D UAL M O D E C A R S Y S T E M

DRIVEN TOURING

LONG TRIP
SIGHTSEEING
WEEKEND

Enjoy a spontaneous
weekend getaway and
travel in unique style. Tell the
car what experience you are
looking for and it will plan a
quick trip to fit your desires.

Arrive in style with the
perfect blend of power and
luxury. Drive yourself or be
driven and see the sights in
the city, along the coast, or in
the mountains.

Enjoy the performance and
long-distance comfort at
your disposal. Take in the
beauty of long journeys
behind the wheel with the
option of falling gently to
sleep while the car takes
over for the quieter moments.

D UAL M O D E C A R S Y S T E M

UNDRIVEN EVERYDAY

OFFICE
KITCHEN
BATHROOM

Get ready on the go with the
foldaway sink and your
favorite bathroom appliances.
Brush your teeth, shave, style
your hair, and get ready for
the day ahead.

Prepare lunch for work or
grab a quick breakfast on
the way there. Get a head
start on dinner by preparing
it on the way home.

Reclaim lost time on the
daily commute. Check your
schedule, finish a project, or
chat with a client while en
route to work.

D UAL M O D E C A R S Y S T E M

UNDRIVEN ENTERTAINMENT

ROMANCE
NIGHTLIFE
DINNER

Have dinner with a guest
while the car takes you around
town. Stop for a beautiful
view or enjoy the sights while
you dine in restaurant comfort.

Let your car take you to the
best party spots in the area.
Never worry about having too
much fun; the car will make
sure you get home safe.

Spend time together while
exploring new sights with the
car as your guide. Stop for
a breathtaking view and
enjoy an intimate moment.

D UAL M O D E C A R S Y S T E M

UNDRIVEN SLEEP/ PLAY

PLAY
RELAX/GATHER
SLEEP

Recline and sleep as the car
handles the driving. Avoid
having to focus on dull parts
of your journey and unwind on
the way home from work.

Enjoy spending time with
family and friends on the way
to any event. Meet in a mutual
location then travel together in
a mobile living room.

Let loose your inner child or
give your kids the chance to
play. Bring your favorite
games and activities into the
car to have more fun while
on the road.

